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Abstract

A complex thermodynamic–microphysical package has been formulated that is able to deal with the microphysical
processes of condensed water vapour in a volcanic plume. The microphysics follows a prognostic bulk approach for cloud
water, cloud ice, rain and graupel and the interaction between them. In a standard experiment, this module, applied within a

Ž .new nonhydrostatic volcano plume model, Active Tracer High Resolution Atmospheric Model ATHAM , produces
reasonable concentrations of different types of hydrometeors. Under tropical conditions, the plume gains three times as much
water from the environment through entrainment as from the volcanic source. The formed hydrometeors are dominated by
the ice phase. Thermodynamic effects of phase changes contribute about 13% to the plume’s total thermal energy and
therefore have a considerable effect on the vertical development of the plume. q 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
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1. Introduction

The opacity of volcanic plumes is determined to a
large extent by condensed water in addition to frag-

Ž .mented rock and lava ash . Water vapour is one of
the main components of gaseous volcanic emissions
both for steady degassing and during explosive events
Ž .Coffey, 1996 . Ambient atmospheric water vapour
is entrained into eruption plumes by turbulent mo-
tions and is responsible for most of the water in the

Ž .eruption column Murcray et al., 1981 . Microphysi-
cal processes determine the behaviour of water in the
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plume and its effects on the plume energetics, the
sedimentation of ash particles as well as the chemi-
cal transformation and the residence time of other
volcanic gases. The latter processes have only been
rudimentarily considered so far.

Latent heat is released when water vapour con-
denses or deposits. This extra energy can accelerate

Ž .the plume’s ascent Woods, 1993; Glaze et al., 1997 .
The plume, however, can also lose energy through
evaporation and melting of water and ice. Micro-
physical processes lead to a redistribution of energy
in the plume. Energy produced by condensation and
formation of small cloud droplets in higher layers is
consumed by evaporation and melting of precipita-
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tion in lower levels. The atmosphere only gains net
latent energy if precipitation reaches the ground.

The interaction of ash particles with solid or
liquid hydrometeors initiates scavenging processes.
The surface properties of ash are modified and wet
ash particles can form ash clusters with a larger fall

Žspeed than the very fine initial particles Sheridan
.and Wohletz, 1983; Rose et al., 1995 . The processes

controlling the fate of water in the volcanic plume
may therefore have a strong impact on the sedimen-
tation processes as well as on the plume develop-
ment as a whole. In addition to this, volcanic gases
could be extracted from volcanic plumes in the

Žpresence of water very effectively Tabazadeh and
.Turco, 1993 . The water solubility of the gases,

mainly sulfur and chlorine species, is of interest
here. The adsorption of gases on particle’s surfaces
also contributes to the gas extraction from the gaseous
phase.

In order to treat these processes more explicitly, a
module of cloud microphysics was developed for the
nonhydrostatic volcano plume model, Active Tracer

Ž .High Resolution Atmospheric Model ATHAM
Ž .Oberhuber et al., 1998 . This tool treats the com-
plete cloud microphysics, including the formation of
liquid and solid precipitation and their interaction
with each other. The interaction of ash particles with
solid or liquid hydrometeors is neglected.

In our paper, we will firstly give a short descrip-
tion of ATHAM and the microphysical parameteriza-
tions, followed by a study of the influence of micro-
physical parameterizations on the plume develop-
ment in the model.

2. The ATHAM model

The plume model, ATHAM, is designed to simu-
late explosive volcanic eruptions for a given forcing
as lower boundary condition.

In the present version, ATHAM consists of four
modules:

Ž .1 The dynamic part solves the equations of
motion for a gas particle mixture including the trans-
port of active tracers.

Ž .2 The turbulence closure scheme computes tur-
bulent exchange coefficients for each dynamic quan-

tity and describes the entrainment, i.e., mixing of
ambient air into the plume.

Ž .3 The microphysics is based on a Kessler-type
parameterization. All phase transfer processes be-
tween vapour, liquid and solid as well as coagulation
of hydrometeors are included.

Ž .4 The soil model is based on a simplified ver-
Žsion of the snow cover model of Loth et al., 1993;

.Schwanke, 1995 . It computes the amount of sedi-
mented particles, ashes and water and provides a
model consistent lower boundary condition for tem-
perature and humidity. This means the atmosphere
can be heated from the ground and water can evapo-
rate into the atmosphere.

The effect of longwave radiation is included via a
bulk formulation based on the Stefan Boltzmann law
and leads to an increased temperature diffusion. A
detailed description of solar and terrestrial radiation
is not necessary since the heating or cooling rates
due to radiation within the plume are several orders
of magnitude smaller than those due to turbulent
diffusion.

The plume model, ATHAM, is fully three-dimen-
Ž .sionally 3d formulated with an implicit time step

scheme. The flux form of the transport equations is
employed for all tracers. Because of computer re-
strictions, it is impossible to use the 3d version as a
test version. Therefore, two different types of two-di-

Ž .mensional 2d versions are implemented:
Ø One 2d version computes on a vertical slice of the

3d model and allows for the study of cross wind
effects. The 3d counterpart is a fissure eruption
with infinite extent.

Ø The second 2d version represents cylindrical co-
ordinates. No cross wind effects can be studied,
but the dilution of the mixture corresponds to the
3d case.
The simulations are performed on a stretched grid

with 127=127 grid points. The horizontal domain is
typically 200 km and the vertical 50 km. In the
centre of the model domain, we use a spatial resolu-
tion of 100 m or less. The simulated time is typically
1 h.

The special feature of ATHAM is its ability to
treat active tracers. In contrast to passive tracers
normally used in atmospheric models, active tracers
can occur in any concentration and can have a strong
impact on the dynamics of the system. In case of a
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volcanic eruption, the mass fraction of silicate parti-
cles close to the vent is typically higher than 90%, so
that they influence the dynamics of the system in
two ways. Firstly, in the presence of solid or liquid
particles, the density of the mixture is in general
greater than the density of the gas phase alone. As a
consequence, the buoyancy force can be strongly
reduced. Secondly, silicate particles can act as a heat
source or sink and thereby change the temperature
distribution and the dynamics of the system.

Without additional assumptions, the description of
a multicomponent system of active tracers requires a
set of dynamic and thermodynamic equations for
each component with interactions between them. This
is an almost intractable problem for an arbitrary
number of active tracers.

The main assumption of ATHAM is only a minor
restriction in the case of a plinian eruption plume
Ž .Oberhuber et al., 1998 : all particles are small. This
has two consequences in physical terms:

Ž .1 The system is in dynamic equilibrium at all
times. This means we assume an instantaneous mo-
mentum exchange between particles and gas. All
particles move with their terminal velocity relative to
the gas phase, which allows for the description of
sedimentation.

Processes on time scales in the order of a second
are typical for the development of the mesoscale
plume. Therefore, the time period which the particles
need to reach their terminal velocity must be shorter
than 1 s. This limits the terminal velocity of particles
to a few meters per second.

Ž .2 The system is at all times in thermal equilib-
rium: tracers can act as a source or sink of heat, but
the temperature exchange is instantaneous.

The assumption of a thermal equilibrium is not
necessary within our model concept: an additional
prognostic equation for particles which are not in a
thermal equilibrium can easily be added. However,
compared with the influence of turbulent processes
and a mean horizontal wind for example, the effect
of a thermal disequilibrium is of second order.

The assumption of small particles strongly re-
duces the number of prognostic quantities and allows
for the treatment of a multi-component system with
any number of active tracers. The dynamic behaviour
of the gas particle mixture is described by five
prognostic equations for the three momentum com-

ponents, the pressure and the temperature. For each
tracer, one additional transport equation is taken into
account. Apart from two types of silicate particles
Ž .ash and lapilli , five types of tracers for the micro-
physics are implemented in the present version: wa-
ter vapour, cloud water, precipitable water, cloud ice
and graupel. Active tracers and dynamic variables
are coupled by the bulk density and the heat capacity
of the mixture.

3. Fall velocities

In our model concept, fall velocities are only
relevant for raindrops, graupel, ash particles and
lapilli since cloud droplets and ice are, by definition,
suspended in the air.

For very small particles with radii less than 35
mm, the interaction between gas and particles can be
described by Stokes friction for which the friction
force is proportional to the relative particle velocity.
Then the stationary fall velocity w is proportional1

Žto the square of the particle radius r Rogers andp
.Yau, 1989 . The increase of w with decreasing gas1

density is a function of the free path length L after
Ž .Cunningham Linke and Baur, 1970 :

r2 r g L pp 2 y1.25w s r 1q 0.864q0.29e ,LŽ .1 p ž /9 h rp

1Ž .

where r is the particle density, h the dynamicp

viscosity of the gas and g the gravitational constant.
The free path length is interpolated from the US-

Ž .standard atmosphere Weast et al., 1984 .
Ž .Large particles r )500 mm are influenced byp

Newtonian friction which is proportional to the square
of the particle velocity. Then the stationary fall
velocity is proportional to the square root of the

Ž .radius of the particle Rogers and Yau, 1989 :

8 r gp
w s r , 2Ž .(3 p(3 C rD g

where r is the gas density. The drag coefficient Cg D

is a constant depending on the surface roughness of
Ž .the particle. Gunn and Kinzer 1949 give for water
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droplets C s0.54, for graupel we use C s0.6D D
Ž . Ž .Wisner et al., 1972 , and Carey and Sparks 1986
proposed for ash particles C s0.75.D

For particles with radii between 50 mm and 500
mm, the fall velocity increases approximately lin-

Ž .early with the radius Rogers and Yau, 1989 :

r0
w sk r r , 3Ž .2 2 p p( rg

with r s1.12 kg my3 as the reference gas density0

and k s8 m3 kgy1 sy1.2

In the model, we can use the minimum condition
Žfor the particle terminal fall velocity w sMin w ,p 1

.w , w . The values change depending on density,2 3

size and drag coefficient. In the microphysical pro-
Ž .cesses involving rain and graupel, only Eq. 2 is

applied, since these processes are dominated by large
particles.

4. Microphysics

The complete description of all microphysical
processes in a volcanic eruption plume is rather
complex. Silicate particles as well as volcanic gases
should be included: water vapour can condense or
can deposit on ash surfaces. Silicate particles can
interact with hydrometeors and form clusters with
increased fall speed compared with that of the con-
stituents. Volcanic gases like HCl can be dissolved
into liquid droplets and thereby substantially lower
the freezing temperature.

Since there is no observational data available
concerning the microphysical processes in the plume
and only very little is known about the importance of
their single and combined effects for the plume
development, we use a rather simple microphysical
package in the first step. The interaction between
water and silicate particles is ignored as well as the
impact of volcanic gases. Our aim is to describe the
phase transfer processes between water vapour, liq-
uid water and ice and to estimate their influence on
the plume’s energy budget.

The parameterization of microphysical processes
Ž . Ž .Fig. 1 is based on Rutledge and Hobbs 1983 , Lin

Ž . Ž . Ž .et al. 1983 , Wisner et al. 1972 and Kessler 1969

Fig. 1. Scheme of the microphysics for water.

and follows a bulk concept: all processes are deter-
mined by the mass concentration of hydrometeors
per unit volume.

Ž .1 Cloud droplets and cloud ice crystals are
assumed to be monodisperse and have by definition
a negligible fall velocity relative to the gas phase.

Ž .2 Rain is formed by autoconversion of cloud
droplets and interacts with all other forms of hy-
drometeors. Water vapour can condense on the sur-
faces of raindrops or be released by evaporation.
Raindrops are assumed to follow a Marshall–Palmer
distribution. Their mean radius determines the fall
velocity of rain.

Ž .3 For the solid phase, only one type of precipita-
tion is included. We do not distinguish between hail,
snow and other aggregates. This would only be
sensible for a more complex approach to the micro-
physics which would include the interaction of sili-
cate particles and hydrometeors in a volcanic erup-
tion cloud. Instead, we use one reservoir which we
call graupel. Graupel with a mean density of 700 kg
my3 has properties between snow and hail. The size
distribution of graupel is of the Marshall–Palmer
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type where the mean radius determines the fall ve-
locity. The formation of graupel and the interactions
between graupel and other hydrometeors or water
vapour are defined in an way analogous to rain.
Transition between graupel and rain takes place
through melting or freezing.

4.1. Condensation and eÕaporation

Condensation and evaporation processes take
place at pre-existing hydrometeors. The formation of
new particles is an additional process which requires
condensation nuclei. These are generally abundant in
the troposphere and therefore only small supersatura-
tions of vapour are observed in cloud free areas.
Inside clouds, supersaturation is practically absent.
The number of condensation nuclei determines only
the number of newly formed droplets. As mentioned
above in our framework, we prescribe a fixed cloud
drop radius. We assume that within one time step dt,
the supersaturated water vapour is transformed into
cloud water:

q yqv sat
Con Ns for q )q 4Ž .v sat

D t

E
q sqCon NcE t

E
q syCon N.vE t

Mass exchange of water droplets due to condensa-
tion or evaporation can be expressed by:

E S y1w
m s4p rC , 5Ž .w v ž /E t F qFk d

with F the heat conduction and F the water vapourk d
Ž .diffusion Byers, 1965 . m is the mass of thew

droplet with radius r. C is the ventilation coeffi-v

cient depending on the Reynolds number and de-
scribing the effect of turbulence caused by the circu-
lation around the falling droplet. S sq rq , wherew v sat

q is the specific concentration of water vapour, andv

q is the water vapour concentration at the satura-sat

tion limit.
Solution and curvature effects on droplet’s equi-

librium vapour pressure are neglected: curvature ef-
fects are important only for droplets smaller than 1
mm which are not resolved through our parameteri-

zations. The dissolution of volcanic gases into
droplets can influence the condensation on, or evapo-
ration of water droplets and needs to be considered
in the future.

The effect of heat conduction F is given by:k

L Lv v
F s y1 ,k ž /R T K Tv a

where L is the evaporation enthalpy, R the spe-v v

cific gas constant for water vapour, K the thermala

conductivity of air and T the in situ temperature.
Finally, F is the contribution of water vapour diffu-d

sion,

R Tv
F s ,d P Dsat v

where P is the saturation vapour pressure oversat

water and D the diffusion coefficient for waterv

vapour in air.
Since cloud droplets are assumed to be mono-

disperse and their ventilation coefficient is one, due
to the zero fall velocity, we get for the condensation
and evaporation of cloud droplets:

q S y1g w
ConCs4p N r 6Ž .c c

r F qFg k d

E
q sqConCcE t

E
q syConC ,vE t

where q is the specific cloud water concentration,c

q the gas concentration including the water vapourg

q , r the gas density, N the number of cloudv g c

droplets per gas volume and r the cloud dropletc

radius with a median value of r s10 mm.c

Raindrops follow a Marshall–Palmer size distri-
Ž .bution Marshall and Palmer, 1948 , for which the

Ž .droplet number per gas volume N r in a radiusr

interval d r holds:

N r d r sN ey2 lr r rd r 7Ž . Ž .r r r 0,r r

1r4q rg w 7 y4with l s p N and N s10 m .r 0,r 0,rž /r qg r
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r is the water density and q the specific rain waterw r
Ž .concentration Wisner et al., 1972 .

ŽThe ventilation coefficient for raindrops is Wisner
.et al., 1972 :

C s1q0.22 Re1r2 8Ž .v ,r r

2w r rr r 0
with Re s and w sa r .r r r r(n rg

Here, r is the radius, w the fall velocity of ther r

raindrops, and n is the kinematic viscosity of air.
y1'Ž .Following Eq. 2 , we get a s201 m s . Integra-r

tion over the size distribution of the raindrops given
Ž .in Eq. 5 yields for condensation or evaporation of

raindrops:

q S y1g w
Con Rs2p N0,r

r F qFg k d

=

1r4a rr 0y2 y2.75l q0.22 G 2.75 lŽ .(r rž /ž /n rg

9Ž .

E
q sqCon RrE t

E
q syCon R ,vE t

Ž .G x denotes the complete Gamma function of x.
Condensation and evaporation can also occur from

melting graupel. In contrast to cloud ice, graupel can
exist above the melting temperature for longer times.
Since graupel is coated by a thin film of liquid water
under this condition, the transition to the gas phase is
by evaporation and not by sublimation. Then in Eq.
Ž .8 , only the corresponding size distribution, ventila-
tion coefficient and fall velocity have to be applied.

Ž .Federer and Waldvogel 1975 observed the size
distribution of frozen hydrometeors, which we shall,
for simplicity, also apply for graupel here:

N r d r sN ey2 lh rhd rh 10Ž . Ž .h h h 0,h

1r4q rg h
with l s Nh 0,hž /r qg h

and N s1.21P104 my4 ,0,h

r is the graupel density, q the specific concentra-h h

tion of graupel. The respective ventilation coefficient
Ž .again follows Wisner et al. 1972 :

C s1.6q0.3Re1r2 11Ž .v ,h h

2w r rh h 0
with Re s and w sa r ,h h h h(n rg

r is the radius, w the fall velocity of the graupelh h
Ž .particles, and according to Eq. 2 a s174.7h

y1'm s . After integration over the size distribution,
Ž .Eq. 5 gives for condensation and evaporation of

melting graupel:

q Sg wy1
Con Hs2p N0,h

r F qFg k d

=

1r4a rh 0y2 y2.751.6l q0.3G 2.75 lŽ .(h hž /ž /n rg

12Ž .

E
q sqCon HhE t

E
q syCon H .vE t

4.2. Sublimation and deposition

The transformation from ice to water vapour and
vice versa is only possible at temperatures below the
freezing point T . Above this temperature, we as-0

sume that there is no more cloud ice and that all the
graupel is coated by a water layer.

New cloud ice particles can be formed from the
gas phase. This process is limited by the number of
ice nuclei. The number of cloud ice nuclei is temper-
ature-dependent and can be described at normal at-

Ž .mospheric conditions Fletcher, 1962 :

b T yTŽ .0N sN ef 0,f

with bs0.6 Ky1 and N s10y2 my3 .0,f

We assume that at least this number of ice nuclei
exists. Together with the mass of a single cloud ice
particle m , we yield for the new formation of cloudi
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Žice particles Stephens, 1979; Rutledge and Hobbs,
.1983 :

q m Ng i f y12SubNs with m s10 kgi
r D tg

E
q sqSubNiE t

E
q sySubNvE t

Because of the temperature dependence, this pro-
cess is only effective at temperatures well below the
freezing point.

The mass exchange of an existent ice particle by
sublimation or deposition has formally the same
expression as condensation and evaporation of a

Ž .water droplet in Eq. 5 :

E S y1i
m s4p C 13Ž .X Xs vE t F qFk d

qv
S s Xi qsat

L Ls sXF s y1k ž /R T K Tv a

R TvXF s .Xd P Dsat v

Instead of the values for liquid water, the satura-
tion mixing ratio over ice S has to be applied, wherei

qX is the water concentration at the saturation limitsat

for ice. The evaporation enthalpy L is replaced byv

the sublimation enthalpy L , and the saturation waters

pressure over water P is substituted by PX , thesat sat

saturation water pressure over ice.
For our monodisperse ice crystals with a median

radius of r s10 mm, we get for sublimation andi

deposition:

q S y1g s
SubIs1.6P4p N r 14Ž .X Xi i

r F qFg k d

E
q sqSubIiE t

E
q sySubI ,vE t

where q is the specific concentration of cloud ice,i

N is the number of ice crystals per gas volume. Thei

ventilation coefficient for ice crystals is C s1.6v
Ž .due to Eq. 11 and the fall velocity is negligible.

Contrary to cloud droplets, the ventilation coefficient
for ice crystals is larger than 1, since the effective
surface of ice crystals is larger than that of a sphere
of the same size.

Ž Ž ..The size distribution for graupel Eq. 10 and
Ž Ž ..the ventilation coefficient Eq. 11 together with

Ž Ž ..Eq. 13 yield after integration over the distribution
for deposition and sublimation of graupel:

q S y1g s y2SubHs2p N 1.6lX X0,h hžr F qFg k d

1r4a rh 0 y2.75q0.3G 2.75 l 15Ž . Ž .( hž / /n rg

E
q sqSubHhE t

E
q sySubH .vE t

4.3. AutoconÕersion

Larger droplets are formed from cloud droplets by
coagulation. This process is called autoconversion
and is useful to describe the aggregation of ice

Ž .crystals to graupel in a similar way. Kessler 1969
suggested a simple approach based on a limited
concentration of cloud droplets above which the
process starts with a prescribed rate, proportional to
the concentration of cloud droplets:

qg
AutCsk q y ac c cž /r 16g Ž .

y3 y1 y4 y3with k s10 s and a s5P10 kg mc c

E
q sqAutCrE t

E
q syAutC.cE t
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The autoconversion of cloud ice to graupel is
temperature-dependent. It occurs only at freezing
temperatures and becomes more unlikely the more

Ž .the temperature decreases Lin et al., 1983 :

qg
Aut Isk q y ai i iž /rg

y3 0.025 TyT y1 y3 y3Ž .0with k s10 e s and a s10 kg mi i

17Ž .

E
q sqAut IhE t

E
q syAut I.iE t

4.4. Accretion

Raindrops and graupel can grow by collecting
other hydrometeors due to a differential fall velocity.
For the accretion of cloud droplets by raindrops, the
sedimentation velocity of the former is neglected by
definition. A raindrop sweeps out all cloud droplets
inside the volume given by its size and fall velocity
with a sticking probability E . Again, integrationrc

over the size distribution of raindrops gives, if
E s1:rc

`
2Acc RCs E q p r w r N r d rŽ . Ž .H rc c r r

0

p r0 y3.5s N a G 3.5 l q 18Ž . Ž .0,r r r c(4 rg

E
q sqAcc RCrE t

E
q syAcc RC.cE t

The fall velocity and size distribution of the rain-
Ž . Ž .drops correspond to those from Eqs. 7 and 8 .

The accretion of ice crystals by graupel is given
in an analogous way as:

p r0 y3.5Acc HIs E N a G 3.5 l q 19Ž . Ž .hi 0,h h h i(4 rg

0.05 TyTŽ .0with E sehi

E
q sqAcc HIhE t

E
q syAcc HI ,iE t

with the sticking probability E following Lin et al.hi
Ž .1983 .

At temperatures below the freezing point, the
graupel’s accretion of cloud droplets leads to contact
freezing and an increase in the graupel mass. Above
the freezing point, the same process causes an energy
transfer for the graupel, which in turn drives the
melting process described below. Melted graupel and
accretioned cloud droplets form new rain water.

Ž .Similar to Eq. 19 , we get with a sticking probabil-
ity for cloud droplets at graupel E s1:hc

p r0 y3.5Acc HCs N a G 3.5 l q 20Ž . Ž .0,h h h c(4 rg

E
q syAcc HCcE t

E
q sqAcc HC for T-Th 0E t

E
q sqAcc HC for T)T .r 0E t

The accretion of cloud ice by rain leads to contact
freezing of supercooled rain water. Graupel is formed
by this process, which diminishes both cloud ice as
well as rain mass. The change in ice mass can be

Ž .calculated by an expression similar to Eq. 18 .
Considering that each ice crystal can freeze no more
than one raindrop, the rain water’s mass change can
be written as:

p r0 y3.5Acc RI s N a G 3.5 l q 21Ž . Ž .i 0 ,r r r i ,(4 rg

1 E
Acc RI sq Min N ,1r r iž /N E tr

2l 3r
sq Min Acc RI , 1 22Ž .r i3ž /N 4p r0,r c
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E
q sqAcc RI qAcc RIh i rE t

E
q syAcc RIi iE t

E
q syAcc RI .r rE t

Finally, a differential fall velocity between grau-
pel and rain also results in accretion. This leads to
more graupel below the freezing temperature. Above
the freezing temperature, melting graupel leads to the
formation of rain. Since graupel and rain have simi-
lar fall velocities and size distributions, a double
integral has to be solved in order to find an equation
for the accretion:

` ` 4 qg 22 3 <Acc HRs E p r r r qr w rŽ .Ž .H H rh r w r h r r3 r0 0 g

<yw r N r d r N r d rŽ . Ž . Ž .h h h h h r r r .

The double integral can be solved analytically
with the assumption that the difference between the
fall velocities is given on average by the velocities
computed for the mass weighted radii of graupel and
rain. Then the difference of the fall velocities can be
drawn out of the integral, and, with E s1 onerh

obtains:

qg2 <Acc HRsp r N N w rŽ .w 0,r 0,h r r
rg

5 2 0.5
<yw r q qŽ .h h 6 5 2 4 3ž /l l l l l lr h r h r h

23Ž .

E
q sqAcc HR for T-Th 0E t

E
q syAcc HR for T-T .r 0E t

4.5. Melting and freezing

We suppose that cloud ice will melt instanta-
neously within one time step and form cloud droplets

if it is brought to areas with temperatures exceeding
the freezing point:

qi
Mel Is 24Ž .

D t

E
q sqMel IcE t

E
q syMel I.iE t

Graupel melting is achieved by heat transfer
through heat conduction, water vapour diffusion and
accretion of cloud or rain water. Following Wisner et

Ž .al. 1972 , we get:

q 2pg
Mel Hs N K TyTŽ .Ž0,h a 0

r Lg f

qL D q yq qŽ . .v v v sat g

= 1.6ly2 q0.3G 2.75Ž .hž
=

1r4a rh 0 y2.75l( hž / /n rg

cp ,w
y TyT Acc HCqAcc HRŽ . Ž .0Lf

25Ž .

E
q sqMel HrE t

E
q syMel H .hE t

where L is the melting enthalpy, c the specificf p,w

heat capacity of water. Cloud- and rain water cannot
only freeze by contact with ice, but also by statistical

Ž .freezing of supercooled water. Following Bigg 1953
Ž .and Barklie 1959 , the freezing probability P of a

supercooled droplet with radius r can be written as:

4 XX3 A T yTŽ .0ln 1yP sy p r B e y1Ž . Ž .
3

with AX s0.66 Ky1 and BX s100 my3 sy1 .
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Then, for statistical freezing of cloud water we
find:

24 r X0 X3 A T yTŽ .0FreCs p r r N B e y1 26Ž .Ž .w cž /3 rg

E
q sqFreCiE t

E
q syFreC ,cE t

and after integration over the size distribution for the
statistical freezing of rain water:

r X0 X2 y7 A T yTŽ .0FreRs20p r N l B e y1 27Ž .Ž .w 0,r r
rg

E
q sqFreRhE t

E
q syFreR .rE t

4.6. Thermodynamic effects of phase changes

All microphysical processes that include water
phase changes consume or produce thermal energy.
For the processes discussed above, the potential tem-
perature Q of a gas particle mixture is changed by:

E Lv
Qs Con NqConCqCon RŽ .

E t cp

Ls
q SubNqSubIqSubHŽ .

cp

Lf
q Acc HCqAcc RI qAcc HR T-TŽ .r 0cp

yMel IyMel HqFreCqFreR , 28Ž .

with respect to c , the specific heat capacity of thep

gas particle mixture.
A balance procedure guarantees mass conserva-

tion and ensures that the phase transfer of water
vapour is confined to the existing super- or undersat-
uration.

5. Experiments

5.1. General description

The aim of the numerical simulations presented is
to study the single and combined effects of entrain-
ment, ice formation and complete microphysics on
plume development. We use the 2d version of
ATHAM formulated in cylindrical coordinates which
gives a much better estimate of the horizontal en-
trainment rates than 2d cartesian coordinates. These
mixing rates are of great importance for the plume
development due to their impact on the water content
and the dilution of the volcanic plume which is
initially denser than the surrounding atmosphere.

ŽWe use a tropical atmosphere at rest McClatchey
. Ž .et al., 1972 with a tropopause at 17 km Fig. 2 for

our environmental conditions. The eruption takes
place right at the equator, since the Coriolis force is
not applicable for cylindrical coordinates. The vol-
cano has a height of 2.8 km with the crater at 2 km.
The eruption parameters given in Table 1 are typical
for a plinian eruption.

The horizontal domain is 200 km and the vertical
domain 50 km. This allows the computation of the
plume behaviour without disturbances from the model
boundaries for a period of at least 1 h. In order to
perform model simulations of the full plume devel-
opment with restricted computer resources, we use
stretched grid with a rather coarse resolution of 100
m at the model’s centre. At the lateral boundaries of
our horizontal model domain, the grid resolution is 5
km.

The limited spatial resolution of the grid requires
a scaling of the original vent diameter from 60 m to
300 m. Table 1 shows the realistic conditions and the
forcing for the scaled experiments. The scaling of the
forcing conserves the fluxes of momentum, thermal
energy and mass for particles and water vapour, but
requires a dilution of the erupted mixture with dry
air. Despite the careful scaling process, the be-
haviour of the plume simulated with higher spatial
resolution and realistic forcing differs from the plume
simulated with the coarser grid and scaled forcing,
i.e., the results of the latter may not be directly
applied to the former. However, for general qualita-
tive investigations the use of the computationally
cheaper version of the model is justified.
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Ž .Fig. 2. Meteorological conditions for the experiments tropical conditions .

To include the effect of silicate particles of differ-
ent sizes and fall velocities on the plume develop-
ment, we take into account two types of particles
described in Table 2: ash particles have by definition

Ž .a diameter below 2 mm Sparks et al., 1997 . In our
simulations, we chose a fixed radius of 60 mm for
ash particles. Lapilli have a diameter between 2 mm
and 64 mm. We use a fixed radius of 2 mm.

The simulated eruptions last for 30 min: within
the first 10 s, the maximum eruption velocity is
reached, followed by a 27 min phase of continuous
eruption. During the last 3 min of eruption, the
eruption velocity is returns to zero.

Table 1
Volcanic parameters of the experiment

Experiment Realistic Scaled forcing
conditions for the simulations

w xd m 60 300e
2w xF km 7.5=7.5 200=50e
y1w xw m s 250 131e

w xT K 1200 727e
w xq wt.% 3.0 49.1g,e

Ž . Ž . w xq r q % 66.7 2.1v,e g,e
y3w xr kg m 5.52 0.80e

A series of experiments was performed and com-
pared with the simulation including the full micro-
physics: to study the impact of the microphysics on
the plume development, an experiment was per-
formed without microphysics, where all water vapour
stayed within the gas phase. The importance of the
ice phase was analysed by an experiment which
includes only the gaseous and liquid phase of the
microphysics. The influence of water vapour entrain-
ment into the plume was investigated by an experi-
ment under dry conditions.

5.2. Experimental results

In Fig. 3, the specific concentration of different
types of condensed water are shown 25 min after the

Ž .beginning of the eruption. Cloud water Fig. 3a is
only formed within the central rising zone 7 km

Table 2
Properties of volcanic products

Ash Lapilli
y3w xr kg m 1500 1000

w xr mm 0.06 2.00
y1w xDw) m s 0.64 7.62

Ž .P s1 atm
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 3. Concentrations of the different types of condensed water 25 min after the start of the eruption. a Cloud water. b Cloud ice. c
Ž .Rain. d Graupel.
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Ž .Fig. 3 continued .
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 4. Concentrations of the different types of volcanic products 25 min after the start of the eruption. a Ash. b Lapilli.
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above the crater. Since the temperature has just
dropped below freezing at this height Fig. 5 only
supercooled cloud water exists. Temperatures in the
surrounding of the plume below y258C together
with vertical velocities above 60 m sy1 lead to rapid
freezing of the cloud water.

The most abundant hydrometeor at this time is
Ž .cloud ice Fig. 3b . Cloud ice initially results from

the freezing of cloud water. Once formed, most of
the cloud ice is produced through deposition of water
vapour on preexisting cloud ice. Since ice crystals
are assumed to be monodisperse, their growing
through deposition is not captured by the micro-
physics. This shortcoming is of minor importance
compared with the neglected interaction of hydrome-
teors and silicate particles. The ice anvil reaches a
height of almost 15 km and therefore does not
penetrate the tropical stratosphere. The ice anvil’s
maximum horizontal extension of 19 km is reached
at a height of 11.5 km.

The formation of graupel through autoconversion
of cloud ice is not an effective process because of

the temperature dependence of the graupel forma-
tion. Low temperatures within the ice anvil below
y358C in most parts of the plume slow down this
process. Only small amounts of graupel are formed
Ž .Fig. 3d .

Sedimentation and melting of graupel leads the
formation of even smaller amounts of rain at lower

Ž .altitudes Fig. 3c .
Ž .The ash plume Fig. 4a is subdivided into three

parts. The central rising above the crater reaches a
maximum height of 14 km. The umbrella region
where the density of the particle gas mixture equals
the density of the surrounding atmosphere is formed
3 km below the maximum plume height, indicating
an overshooting of the plume. The upward motion of
the rising plume induces a compensational down-
ward motion. As a result of this, small amounts of
ash are transported downward eventually reaching
the rising plume again, through entrainment.

ŽThe difference between ash and ice cloud Figs.
.3a and 4a results from the effect of particle gas

separation. The mean height of the ash cloud within

Fig. 5. In situ temperature 25 min after the start of the eruption.
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the umbrella region is only 400 m lower than that of
the ice cloud, which is low compared to the vertical
extent of the umbrella region. Hence, for small parti-
cles like ash with fall velocities of 2 m sy1 in the
upper troposphere in our simulations, particle gas
separation is only of minor importance 25 min after
the start for the eruption.

This is not true for bigger particles like lapilli
Ž .Fig. 4b . Because of sedimentation velocities in the
order of 20 m sy1 in the upper troposphere, the
lapilli rapidly leave the plume’s umbrella region.
Twenty five minutes after the start of the eruption,
15% of the erupted lapilli are deposited at the ground.

The ash and lapilli loading dominate the plume’s
particle density. It is one order of magnitude higher
than the particle loading due to hydrometeors.

Fig. 5 shows the in situ temperature and Fig. 6
Žshows the vertical distribution of both the ash left

. Ž .panel and the water anomaly right panel 25 min
after the start of the eruption. The water anomaly is
the sum of hydrometeors and water vapour anomaly.
The water vapour anomaly is the difference between
the initialized background values and the simulated
water vapour distribution within the plume. The

different lines indicate different complexities of the
treatment of the microphysics and entrainment. The
bold solid curves result from the experiment with the
full microphysics already presented in Figs. 3 and 4.
The bold dotted curves represent the simulation with
water vapour entrainment but without microphysics.
The dashed curves result from microphysics compu-
tations without considering the ice phase and the
dash dotted curves neglect any entrainment of water
vapour into the plume. All water originates from the
volcanic source.

The effect of microphysical processes leads to a
plume which is 1500 m or 13% higher than that
without phase changes through the microphysics.
The maximum ash concentration per meter is re-
duced by 15% and the vertical extent of the umbrella
region increases, whereas the total mass of the ash

Ž .plume remains constant Fig. 6, left panel . Interest-
ingly, the influence of microphysical processes on
the plume dynamic does not significantly change the
horizontal distribution of ash especially its width, as
shown in Fig. 7.

The vertical distribution of water within the plume
Ž .Fig. 6, right panel shows the same increase in

Ž .Fig. 6. Vertical distribution of ash and of the anomaly of the total water plume content all phases relative to the environment, 25 min after
the start of the eruption.
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Fig. 7. Horizontal distribution of ash for the experiments with and without consideration of the microphysics, 25 min after the start of the
eruption.

height as that of the ash distribution. The effect of
particle gas separation is noticeable as already dis-
cussed using Figs. 3 and 4. The reduction of the
maximum concentration per meter through the influ-
ence of microphysical processes is considerably less
for water than for ash. This is due to the enhance-
ment of water vapour entrainment into the plume as
a consequence of the greater plume rise.

The area confined by the water anomaly curves
allows the estimation of the amount of water vapour
entrainment into the plume. Negative water anoma-
lies relative to the undisturbed atmosphere above the
crater result from the downward transport of rela-
tively dry air at the edges of the plume. This artifi-
cial detrainment of water vapour can be corrected by
assuming a similar distribution of ash and water in
the lower part of the plume. The plume gains about
three times more water vapour through entrainment
from the surrounding atmosphere than that released
from the volcanic source. The amounts of entrained
water vapour of the experiments with and without
microphysics only differ by 5%.

Microphysical processes within the plume are
clearly dominated by the amount of entrained water

vapour as confirmed by the experiment with a dry
environment: the ash plume only reaches a height
which is slightly lower than that in the experiment
without microphysics, since the atmospheric stability
increases through the neglect of water vapour in the
ambient atmosphere. The amount of ice crystals is
more than one order of magnitude lower than in a

Ž .humid environment Fig. 8, left and right panel . The
amount of other hydrometeors is so small that they
do not appear in the right panel of Fig. 8. Therefore,
the release of latent heat adds less than 1% to the
thermal energy directly released from the volcano,
whereas it is 13% if the entrainment of water vapour
from the ambient atmosphere is taken into account.

The experiment without an ice phase can be seen
as the extreme case if solution effects are taken into

Ž .account Levine, 1995 . The real distribution of con-
densed water in the liquid and solid phase will be
between the simulated distributions in the experi-
ments with and without the ice phase. The ash
plumes in the experiments with and without the ice

Ž .phase are almost identical Fig. 6, left panel . In
contrast, the vertical distribution of the water anomaly
is significantly changed. The neglect of the ice phase
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Ž . Ž .Fig. 8. Vertical distribution of different classes of water for cold cloud left , warm cloud microphysics middle and for the experiment with
Ž .dry environment right , 25 min after the start of the eruption.

leads to an enrichment of cloud water within the
umbrella region and to effective rain formation. A lot
of water has already left the umbrella region as
precipitation as indicated by Fig. 8, middle panel.
Twentyfive minutes after the start of the eruption,
only half of the condensed water vapour is contained
within the umbrella region of the plume. The rain
which leaves the plume starts to evaporate. This
leads to a cooling and water vapour enrichment of
the atmosphere at lower altitudes. The reentrainment
of the cooled and water vapour enriched air masses
has no net effect on the plume dynamic: the cooling
through evaporation is compensated for through the
condensation of the additional water vapour and the
connected release of latent heat. If we take the ice
phase into account, the formation of precipitation is
suppressed because of the temperature dependence
of the graupel formation. Ninety-nine percent of the
condensed water vapour stays as ice crystals within

Ž .the plume Fig. 8, left panel .
Although the ice phase’s existence is negligible

with regards the plume’s energy budget, it is of
major importance if one takes into account scaveng-
ing processes. Volcanic gases can only be dissolved
into liquid droplets. Silicate particles may be scav-

enged by precipitation. If they are covered with a
liquid water skin, they can coagulate and form clus-
ters which leads to an enhanced sedimentation of
particles.

6. Conclusions

The entrainment of ambient air and water vapour
is crucial for the development of a volcanic plume.
We formulated a microphysical package that in-
cludes the formation of cloud water and ice as well
as rain and graupel in a simple bulk approach. This
module is applied to the nonhydrostatic volcano
plume model ATHAM in order to study the role of
entrained water vapour and its microphysical and
thermodynamic effects on the plume behaviour. The
water phase changes and the transition between the
different reservoirs of hydrometeors is treated prog-
nostically, while the fall velocity of the particles is
diagnosed at each time step. In order to study more
general effects, a simplified 2d version of the dy-
namic code is used which is formulated in cylindri-
cal coordinates. This allows us to study the effect of
entrainment in an atmosphere initially at rest.
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The simulation of a volcanic plume in a tropical
environment with the full microphysics produces a
large amount of water in the ice phase, but relatively
little cloud water and rain 25 min after the beginning
of the eruption. The release of latent heat adds 13%
to the thermal energy released by the volcano, which
leads to a further plume rise of 1500 m. Even if the
ice phase is negligible for the energetics of the
plume, it cannot be neglected in an investigation of
scavenging processes and the formation of precipita-
tion. This is in contrast to earlier studies with simpli-

Žfied one dimensional plume models Tabazadeh and
.Turco, 1993; Woods, 1993 , since these models only

Žuse rough estimates of entrainment rates Woods,
.1988 . The entrainment rates do not only determine

the amount of water vapour available for microphys-
ical processes but also the temperature distribution
by mixing of cooler air from the environment into
the plume.

The simultaneous occurrence of ash and hydrome-
teors indicates that the formation of precipitation
should take into account the interaction between
hydrometeors and silicate particles. Scavenging pro-
cesses of volcanic gases and silicate particles and
their impact on microphysical processes will be sub-

Ž .ject of another paper Textor et al., in preparation .
Since the knowledge of microphysical processes
within a volcanic eruption plume is very poor, sim-
plified microphysical descriptions as presented here
give useful hints about the processes involved.
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